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INAUDI, THE CALCULATOR. 

A few years ago we spoke in these pages of a twelve
year-old child who had been presented to the Society 
of Anthropology as a prodigy of a new kind, and who 
performed the longest and most complicated calcula� 
tions in his head. The name of this child was Jacques 
Inaudi. After going the rounds of country cafes, 
where he succeeded in earning his living by amusing 
the curious with his extraordinary calculations, Inaudi, 
who is now twenty-four years of age, has put himself 
under the direction of a manager, who gives public ex
hibitions of him in one of the concert halls of Pari[l!. 
The faculties of this young man are extraordinary, 
and it has appeared to us that his history merits a de
tailed study. We shall have recourse in great part to 
a very complete work upon the calculator that has just 
been published by Dr. Marcel Baudoin. 

Inaudi was born on the 13th of October, 1867, at Ono
rato, in Piedmont. In the country of his nativity, he, 
like Henri Mondeux, another celebrated calculator, be
gan by guarding sheep. He soon followed his father, 
who played the organ in the various cities of the 
south of France, and it was by instinct, and without 
any one having taught him anything, that the faculty 
of making mental calculations came to him. 

He began to exhibit himself in a cafe at Marseilles. 
His reputation soon increased, and in 1880 he came to 
Paris. He was then twelve and a half years of age. 
He was submitted to examination by Broca in the 
session of the Society of Anthropology of the 4th of 
March. After this epoch he made the tour of the 
country, as we have said, and it was brt a short time 
since that he returned to Paris. He was presented to 
the Academy of Sciences at the session of the 8th of 
February, 1892. 

Dr. Marcel Baudoin, who has submitted Inaudi to a 
special examination, describes the latter's astonishing 
operations in the following words: 

We must now make known what extraordinary feats 
Inaudi is capable of performing. Standing upon the 
stage near the prompter's box, he turns his back to 
the blackboards placed in the rear of the stage, and 
upon which the manager writes the known quantities 
of the problems given, in order to permit the audience 
to take account of the calculations effected. With his 
hands crossed upon his chest, he listens with extreme 
attention to the question addressed to him, repeats it, 
and has it repeated, if necessary, until he understands 
it perfectly. He furnishes a correct solution almost 
immediately, without ceasing to look straight into the 
faces of the spectators, without writing anything (he 
never writes in calculating), and without being dis
turbed, whatever noise be made. Do you wish an 
example? He adds in a few seconds seven numbers of 
fi'om eight to ten figures, and all this mentally, 
through means peculiar to him. He subtracts two 
numbers of twenty-one figures in a few minutes, and as 
quickly finds the square root or the cubic root of a 
number of from eight to twelve figures, if such num
ber is a perfect square. It takes him a little more time 
when in this extraction of 
square or cubic roots there 
is a remainder. He finds, 
too, with incredible celeri
ty, the sixth or seventh 
root of a number of several 
figures. He performs an 
example in division or 
multiplication in less time 
than it takes to state it. 
What is still more aston
ishing, an hour after per
forming all these mental 
operations, and after find
ing a solution of problems 
that are very difficult to 
solve by arithmetic, he re
calls, with most remark
able precision, a l l  t h e  
figures that he has had to 
operate upon. 
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calculation that he made amid the noise and while he 
was talking. Errors on his part are not frequent, as 
Dr. Baudoin remarks. 

He is rarely deceived, and when he states a result it 
has many chances of being accurate. If he is de
ceived, he quickly recognizes his error, for he says that 
he always proves the operations that he has had to 
perform. 

Broca, in 1880, was unable to get an insight into his 
processes of multiplication, and this he confessed with
out any circumlocution. Now that Inaudi possesses a 
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well developed intelligence, he explains them without 
trouble. While we begin to reckon from right to left 
in multiplication, he proceeds, on the contrary, from 
left to right. 

Say we have to multiply 345 by 527. The series of 
operations performed by Inaudi is as follows: 

1. 300 X 500 = 150,000 
2. 300 X 27 = 8,100 
3. 527 X 40 = 21,080 
4. 527 X 5 = 2,635 

Total, 181,815 

Altogether, four mnltipUootions and one addition. 
All this is done in a few seconds; much more rapidly 
than if a skilled mathematician had taken the pen. 
But Inaudi is not merely a calculating machine, for he 
is also capable of doing the work of a true mathema
tician and of finding by arithmetic and tentative 
methods the solution of problems that are usually 
solved only by algebra. The manager insists upon 
this point, and he is right, and he adds that it has 
been thus only for the last two years. From this point 

presence of the minister of public instruction, Mr. 
Bourgeois, are truly colossal. The strongest mathe
maticians of our time, even Mr. Poincare, whose com
petency in such matters is well known, have been 
obliged to recognize the fact. Let us add, further, 
that he is capable of retaining figures for months, 
provided that it is profitable to do so, or that he 
wishes to for any reason whatever. Then he classifies 
them in a special manner. It takes him a minute to 
commit to memory a number of twenty-four figures. 
Inaudi has had several predecessors, and it is not the 
first time that the members of the Academy of Sciences 
have studied analogous prodigies. As long ago as 
1840, Henri Mondeux, a young calculator, was pre
sented to them. Like Inaudi, he was a young shepherd. 
Born in the neighborhood of Tours, of poor parents, 
Mondeux from his earliest childhood had amused 
himself in counting pebbles while guarding sheep. 
He combined with them the numbers that he repre
sented in this way, but he was unacquainted with 
figures. After having for a long time practiced alone 
in the fields, he offered to those whom he met to solve 
various problems. Mr. Jacoby, a teacher, remarked 
him and had him instructed, and a short time after
ward took him to Paris and presented him to the 
Academy of Sciences. The mathematician Cauchy 
made a report upon him, in which he expressed his 
admiration to the highest degree. Mondeux was ex
hibited to the public in his shepherd's costume. He 
wore a blue blouse, a soft hat, and wooden shoes. A 
little before this the Academy had examined a twelve
year-old child, Vito Mangiamel, who was born in Sicily. 
Arago proposed some difficult problem" to this child, 
who solved them mentally with the greatest ease. 

"Lightning" calculators may claim as their an
cestor the Englishman, J. Buxton, who toward the 
middle of the last century enjoyed a great celebrity. 
He, too, was an illiterate person, who began his repu
tation in his childhood. He calculated the longest and 
most complicated interest accounts. 

Prof. Charcot, who submitted Inaudi to a close ex: 
amination, was struck with the almost absolute 
identity of the conditions of birth and precocious de
velopment exhibited by "lightning" calculators. 
Almost all of them have drawn their extraordinary 
aptitudes from themselves, and have been illiterate. 
There is here a natural gift, as is, in a way, that won
derful gift that we call genius, and which inspires 
great artists or great mathematicians.-La Nature. 
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A HYDROSTATIC PARADOX. 
R. w. WOOD. 

A very pretty and instructive experiment, which I 
have never seen described, consists in floating a vessel 
with a hole in, the bottom in a fluid specificiallylighter 
than the material of the vessel. 

An ordinary glass funnel, open at both ends, is made 
to swim in what appears to be pure water. 

The effect is very startling, and even after the con
ditions are told, the exact cause may not appear to 

every one. To perform the 

Our figure represents In
audi at the moment of his 

experiments. While the 
calculators standing be
hind him are performing 
upon the blackboards the 
examples given by t h e  
spectators, Inaudi, without 
ever looking at the boards, 
talks with the spectators 
and immediately s ol v e s 
o t h e r  small problems. JACQUES INAUDI, TlIE RAPID CALCULATOR. 

experiment, fill a beaker 
six inches high to within 
an inch of the top with 
pure water. By means of 
the funnel, which should 
be of the same height as 

the beaker, pour ordinary 
sulphuric acid (the c. p. is 

better, being clearer) intb 
the beaker until the water 
rel\ches the rim. The fun
nel should reach to the 
bottom while the acid is 
being poured in, and the 
heavy fluid will remain in 
a layer underneath the 
water. The surface of the 
acid should be stirred a 
little, so as to cause a par
tial mixing and render the 
dividing line more obscure. 
Then remove the funnel. 
By placing the glass in a 
suitable light, it will be 
next to impossible for a 
person to see the dense 
layer at the bottom. Call 
attention to the fact that 
there is nothing in the neck 
of the funnel to prevent the 
entrance of the water, and 
lower it into· the beaker, 
where it will float in a Some one asks him, for ex-

ample, "On what day did the 11th of January, 1787, of view, Inaudi has solved in our presence quite COlIl
fall?" He answers at once: "On Thursday." And plex problems, which, worked out in this way, neces
the answer is correct, as is verified by the spectator sitated more than sixty successive operations that seem 
who asked the question and who has brought an to pass before his eyes with amazing rapidity, like the 
old almanac with him. At moments, Inaudi stops his figures of a kaleidoscope incessantly in motion. The 
con"ersation, and, with his arms folded. he is observed. difficulties that he has recently surmounted in this sort 
to reckon upon one of his arms with his fingers, as of exercises at the Academy of Sciences before the 
shown in our engraving. He then asks for a few eyes of Messrs. Darboux, Bertrand, and Poincare, at 
minutes of silence, in order that he may verify the the Sorbonne, and at the minister's office in the 
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most curious manner, and if pressed down a little, will 
bob up like a cork. The reason is obvious. As the 
funnel is lowered into the glass, the water rises in the 
tube and the level remains constant inside and outside, 
but as soon as the stem of the funnel dips into the 
heavy acid a change of level commences, for the down
ward pressure of the water outside will not support a 
column of acid its own height, and consequently the 
level of the liquid within ,the furwel fl.1-111? below the 
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